
Muv your 
Business.



Productivity starts where 
standing long hours stops.

Did you know that one employee in two often or always has to stand when 
working. It is a dilemma that this occurs in all professions and that millions are 
suffering from the related strain and pain. 

The health consequences range from tension, stiff muscles, bad blood 
circulation, metabolic disorders and damage to the spine and joints through to 
chronic bad posture. The consequences for companies and the economy are 
expensive loss of performance and working days.

That is why we developed muvman. The innovative, dynamic standing/sitting 
seat provides solutions to the problems of a strictly standing workplace, 
while going one step beyond: it boosts workplace productivity.

Productivity that comes from an optimised workplace confi guration, 
physical fi tness an inner motivation.

Uncompromising. 
Just like you.



One seat, 
incredible fl exibility.

The muvman was designed for use in all areas of work; ideal for all types of 
desks and working surfaces. The muvman’s height adjustment range is unique, 
providing the right sitting conditions for people of all heights and physiques. 
This makes the muvman particularly attractive, because all sorts of people can 
use one and the same muvman.

Seat surface: 34 x 32 cm /13" x 12.6"

Seat height: 51–84 cm /20"– 33"

Tilt: 4° permanent tilt

Weight: 6,3 kg/13.9 lbs. 

Max. recommended 
weight limit: 120 kg/265 lbs.

Base material: Glass-fi bre reinforced polyamide, coated

Seat cover:  Premium microfi bre

Height adjustment: Continuous, buttons left and right under seat

Baseplate: All-round non-slip, non-scratch rubber

Special models: HIGH version with seat height of 60–93 cm/23" – 36"

FACTORY version: With robust textured vinyl seat cover and dustproof joint cover

Areas of use: Offi ces, laboratories, assembly and production shops, 
and much more

Base colours  Seat colours

Custom seat colours are also possible, of course. Just ask us.

 *The muvman FACTORY is only available in black.

grey grey greenblack black*blue

Moving: in every detail.

muvzone
Multidimensional movable 
joint for maximum freedom 
of movement

Stable, safe foot

 4° permanent tilt of the spring strut
Optimum position to the working surface

fl exzone® technology
Flexible, adaptable seatEasy-touch buttons

Continuous height adjustment 

Variable sitting
51 – 84 cm / 60 – 93 cm
20"–33"/23"–36" 

Carrying handle



There is no room for 
compromises where 
everything is demanded.

Get a grip on it:
the new muvman FACTORY.

Perfectly at home in production lines, assembly shops, and other tough 
environments.

Equipping manufacturing workplaces with healthy, ergonomic seating has been 
a challenge for many industries. Fortunately, the new muvman FACTORY is 
able to combine the need to maintain employee productivity while encouraging 
and supporting a healthy, dynamic work environment. 

 Diverse application options at all working heights with a unique height 
 adjustment range.
 Perfect standing stability and practical carrying handle.
 Permanent tilt of the spring strut for optimum position to the working surface.
 Multidimensional movement for greatest possible reach and active, 

 non-fatiguing standing/sitting.

Dustproof and dirtproof 
cover

Extremely robust textured 
vinyl seat cover



Our success lies
in movement.

If you observe children, you will see that there is hardly a moment when they 
keep still. Movement is in the very nature of the human being. It is the long periods 
of sitting and standing – in school, at work and in the car – that put the body 
into a straightjacket of motionlessness, which we finally pay at a very high price: 
our health.

Since 1997, aeris has devoted itself to revolutionising standing and sitting at 
the workplace. Our philosophy is as simple as it is effective: more motion! 
We call this active-dynamic sitting and standing. For our customers this simply 
means better health, more motivation and higher productivity. And success proves 
us right: Our products – be it the swopper active seat, the muvman variable 
standing/sitting seat or the new 3Dee office chair – set new benchmarks and have 
catapulted aeris into the top 100 of the most innovative small and medium-
sized German businesses.

swopper muvman 3Dee



We would love to 
muv you.

Produced by: aeris-Impulsmöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Ahrntaler Platz 2–6 · D-85540 Haar bei München
Fon +49 (0)89/90 05 06-0 · info@aeris.de · www.aeris.de

Please contact us!


